Grateful Dead Set List Change Log
Changes made after publishing First Edition (first sold on 4/20/2021)
7/24/2021 Changes
1974-07-25
•

Change Dark Star to Dark Star Jam

1969-07-07
•

Thanks to GEMS who submits that Greg and Duane Allman do not play on Lovelight.

Changes 9/26/2021
1970-09-25
•

Added new songs based on a show review by Jacob Wiesel, from the Los Angeles Free Press, 2
October 1970:

o

o

Casey Jones (opener)
Easy Wind
Candyman
Good Lovin' (w/ drum duet)
Dark Star
Mona>
Lovelight (closer)
http://deadsources.blogspot.com/2020/07/september-25-1970-pasadena-civic.html

1966-12-05
•
•

•

Remove Your Sons and Daughters and Fire in the City. Those songs are tape filler from a
different studio session with Jon Hendricks
References:
o http://hooterollin.blogspot.com/2014/06/sons-and-daughters-americandocumentary.html
o http://deadessays.blogspot.com/2013/07/studio-outtakes-1965-1974.html
Thank you to Harry Angus who pointed this out

1965-12-18
•
•

Delete set list – as Jesse Jarnow pointed out, these songs weren’t written yet! Thank you Jesse,
and I feel silly now hahaha.
Add Midnight Hour: http://deadessays.blogspot.com/2015/09/deadbase-corrections.html

Corrections to the text
Dedication to include Tyler Roy-Hart
There was a time period in 2021 when I was finalizing the book in order to get it to the printer, and Tyler
Roy-Hart had previously joined the Jerry Base team several months before. I was focused on my

deadline, and getting the formatting of the On This Day section correct and I forgot to include Tyler in
the Dedication section. That section should read as follows (page 3, paragraph 4):
A third big special “thank you” goes out to the fine folks at JerryBase.com. I
started collaborating with Joe Jupille, who authors the Jerry Garcia’s Middle
Finger blog, Michael Jacobs, the programming wizard behind the website,
and Tyler Roy-Hart, the site’s user interface design expert. What we’ve created
is the world’s most complete and updated set list searching website, so Dead
Heads finally have a single place to search all the Grateful Dead set lists as
well as Jerry Garcia side project set lists in one place. I recommend you use
JerryBase as the primary way to get access to the recordings, but you can of
course use whatever method you’re most comfortable with.

